Matching the orientation of dot patterns with real, interpolated, and extrapolated lines.
The perception of the orientation of random-dot patterns was studied using four different matching tasks. Homogeneous, elongated patterns and patterns containing Moiré effects were used. One of the tasks implied linear extrapolation and two others implied linear interpolation of the matching line. The fourth task was identical with those used in previous studies by the authors on this topic. Systematic deviations from the axes of orientation of the patterns were observed for the latter task when compared with the former ones. When a short matching line, implying linear extrapolation, was used performance by subjects tended to be more inaccurate than in the other matching tasks. The linear interpolation tasks, in which the matching line was determined by either two collinear distant short lines or by two distant dots, provided more accurate and stable performance than the other two tasks. The results are discussed from the point of view of global orientation perception derived from an image function of the stimuli.